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Beautiful visuals and music. Charming writing. Compelling zen gameplay. I felt relaxed but driven while trying to make
constellations and certain star patterns. Anyone who likes sim games or visual novels should give this a try! You've gotta get this
if you've ever wanted to feel like a court mage or an alchemist.. - Oh a new Simulation game, I'd better dig in. - Oooh, starry
theme. This is something new, I think I will love it. - Hmm, anime style with not too shabby graphic, this may keep me playing.
- Yay, I created some stars. Wtf is a nebula? Dammit, too much for my shameful vocabulary to handle. - If I add this and this.
Why the eff is my star disappearing? Why isn't this evolving? - Stop throwing massive words into my face, I know English isn't
my first language. - Twinkle twinkle little star, why theu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665aren't you evolving?. - Watery eyes,
checked. Headaches, checked. Star obsession, checked. Losing my sanity over stupid little stars, checked. => This game makes
so much sense that after a while playing, I'm lost and don't know what to do anymore. I will give it a big YES so that others can
buy and test their sanity. Good luck to y'all.. I have no idea what I'm doing but good news! It seems to be working! The gist is
basically there's this Star Basin that is able to affect what's going on in various places in Kyoto. By creating stars (however one is
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supposed to do that) of certain types fulfill the quests you've been given and it progresses the game. Seriously, this isn't a game
style I've ever played before. It give you the bare minimum tutorial and leaves you to trial and error like a boss. I felt like a real
scientist when I was trying to make a nebula. And then I felt like an inept God when I accidentally created a Black Hole. But
that's the real fun of this game. You don't know what the u2665u2665u2665u2665 you are doing but you keep doing it anyway
and stuff happens and you're like YEAH I DID THAT AND I DON'T KNOW HOW OR IF I'LL BE ABLE TO DO IT AGAIN
BUT WHO CARES BECAUSE I'M AWESOME AND DON'T NEED ANY RULES!!!! I love this game. I will be playing
more in the future.. This game is actually an interesting find. To shortly describe the gameplay, if you've ever played the
"Alchemy" type of games where you mix multiple elements together to make more elements, This Starry Midnight We Make is
almost like that. However in this game there are added restraints and rules that make it a bit more complex, those being that you
can only make certain types of stars in their designated sections of the Basin, and stars need time and gases to further evolve,
among other contraints. And the combinations of star types are nowhere near as obvious initially as a lot of elements in Alchemy
(fortunately the game has a link to a game FAQ if you get stumped on anything progress-blocking). Additionally another aspect
that furthers it from those types of games is the fact that you attain quests from characters you meet in the story scenes of the
game, which is notably the other half of TSMWM. So rather than constantly throwing particles of stardust at each other over
and over without concrete goal, you'll have milestones for all four side characters (for most of the game anyway). Also worth
noting that the story scenes aren't too bad for a small title like this one. Art and music are fairly decent, and the writing has some
charm to it. I wouldn't say the story is groundbreaking by any means, but it serves its purpose well enough. If you've got a few
bucks to throw around and want something more relaxed, definitely worth a few hours of playtime.. This Starry Midnight We
Make is a doujin game that combines puzzles/simulation with visual novel narration,the game is very good,it's simple yet elegant
aesthetics are truly unique and it's extremely enjoyable when you need to relax,also it bear mentioning that the characters are
fully animate and their emotions are synched with the dialogue,which goes a long way to pull you into the story. Raccomanded
anyone that enjoys puzzle games or visual novels.. This comes with a bare recommendation with a caveat. The game is simple.
Much of the puzzle gameplay falls down to trial and error while you learn how to create various celestial objects. So if you like
simple, relaxing games than you will like this. If you don't like trial and error though, this game will be INCREDIBLY
frustrating. A delightful little puzzle game with visual novel elements. Basically the crux of the game falls down to: you are
asked to create specific celestial bodies (stars, nebula, planets etc) in the 'Star Seeing Basin'. The basin contains gases of five
elements, and placing various 'seeds' at different locations within the basin affects what celestial object will form. So trial and
error. You are given hints as to how specific things will form u2013 which not only includes where a seed is placed in the basin,
but its proximity to other placed objects u2013 but essentially it comes down to experimentation. This basin affects the flow of
energy within Kyoto. As you form new celestial bodies in the basin through experimentation and thus complete requests, you
then travel to each of the five locations in Kyoto within the game which will give a progression of the story. Each location has a
character to meet, and basically you affect their lives as you manipulate the basin. One of the first things you notice is how
animated characters are. Usually even with higher budget VN games it is static images talking to each other. Here there is lip-
flapping, clothes and hair moving to wind etc. The drawings can be a little on the crude side occasionally, but it still fits within
the distinct artstyle. The music likewise is very good and matches the mood and style of the game very nicely. The localisation is
solid and has a flair and finesse to the translation that Carpe Fulgur have become known for. It is something a little different
from them and adds nicely to their catalog of interesting titles. Basically this game is something good to chill and relax with.. Oh
a new Simulation game, I'd better dig in. - Oooh, starry theme. This is something new, I think I will love it. - Hmm, anime style
with not too shabby graphic, this may keep me playing. - Yay, I created some stars. Wtf is a nebula? Dammit, too much for my
shameful vocabulary to handle. - If I add this and this. Why the eff is my star disappearing? Why isn't this evolving? - Stop
throwing massive words into my face, I know English isn't my first language. - Twinkle twinkle little star, why thearen't you
evolving?. - Watery eyes, checked. Headaches, checked. Star obsession, checked. Losing my sanity over stupid little stars,
checked. => This game makes so much sense that after a while playing, I'm lost and don't know what to do anymore. I will give
it a big YES so that others can buy and test their sanity. Good luck to y'all.. Thought I was getting into a game about divination
or astronomy. Instead, I've ended up collecting strands of hair.
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